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Introduction: Several types of Martian igneous meteorites have been identified: clinopyroxenites (nakhlites), basaltic shergottites, peridotitic shergottites, dunites (chassignites) and orthopyroxenites [1,2]. In order to constrain the heterogeneity of the Martian mantle and crust, and their evolution through time, numerous studies have been performed on the iron oxidation state of these meteorites [3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. The calculated fO2 values all lie within the FMQ-5 to FMQ+0.5 range (FMQ representing the Fayalite = Magnetite + Quartz buffer); however, discrepancies appear between the various studies, which are either attributed to the choice of the minerals/melts used, or to the precision of the analytical/calculation method.

The redox record in volcanic samples is primarily related to the oxidation state in the mantle source(s). However, it is also influenced by several deep processes: melting, crystallization, magma mixing [10], assimilation and degassing [11]. In addition, the oxidation state in Martian meteorites is potentially affected by several surface processes: assimilation of sediment/crust during lava flowing at Mars’ surface, low temperature micro-crystallization [10], weathering at the surface of Mars and low temperature re-equilibration, impact processes (i.e. high pressure phase transitions, mechanical mixing, shock degassing and melting), space weathering, and weathering on Earth (at atmospheric conditions different from Mars).

Decoding the redox record of Martian meteorites, therefore, requires large-scale quantitative analysis methods, as well as a perfect understanding of oxidation processes.

Method: Recent XAFS measurements on volcanic samples from Earth highlight Fe redox zoning in anisotropic minerals such as olivine and pyroxene [12]. We run similar analyses on Martian meteorites of various types, in order to (1) reveal the potential redox heterogeneities, (2) explain the discrepancies between previous studies and (3) constrain the role of late processes, in particular, shock melting and alteration, on the redox record of the Martian igneous history. We mapped the iron oxidation variations in minerals from four meteorites: MIL03346 (olivine and clinopyroxene), ALH77005 (orthopyroxene), ALH84001 (pyroxene), Tissint (olivine, pyroxene, amphibole). Analyses were run on synchrotron at the Advanced Photon Source (GSECARS 13-ID-E). Fluorescence maps were acquired at selected energies (2-4 μm step size), and processed to remove the effect of total Fe content. We used oriented standards to lower the analytical error [12,13,14,15,16]. Point analyses were also acquired at selected locations (white dots on Figs. 1, 2, and 3), and treated using the same method as [13].

Results and Discussion:

MIL03346 (nakhlite). This meteorite has a clinopyroxenite composition. It has been explained by the fractional crystallization of a magma on Mars [17]. The presence of volatiles (especially carbon) in its mantle source has been proposed [5,7] to explain its high oxidation state [4].

We run two iron redox maps, one on an altered olivine, one on a zoned clinopyroxene crystal. The presence of highly oxidized forms of olivine (e.g., laihunite) has been reported in the Yamato 00 nakhlites [18]. Ferric saponite and serpentine have also been found in nakhlites olivines [19]. Iddingiste-like veins have been observed in MIL03346 [17,20]. In our olivine from MIL03346, we observed numerous oxidation veins. In the non-oxidized parts of the crystal, Fe3+/Fe is lower than 10 %, but reaches extremely high values similar to laihunite and “oxyfayalite” [21] in some veins.

Figure 1. (Left) Reflected-light optical image of an altered olivine in MIL03346. (Right) Iron oxidation map of the same crystal (R=Fe3+, B=Fe2+, G=1/Fe). Image width ~300 μm.

The iron oxidation map of the clinopyroxene crystal shows several oxidation features, including a thin oxidized rim, micro variations inside the crystal, and an oxidation rim around an inclusion.
**ALH77005 (Lherzolitic shergottite).** Spinels from this meteorite have been studied to constrain its oxidation state [3]. We focused on the transition from brown to colorless minerals near an impact vein. Our analyses show that this transition corresponds to a decrease in Fe$^{3+}$/Fe fraction. This may be due to some devolatilization during the impact melting event.

**Tissint (Olivine-phyric basaltic shergottite).** The oxidation variations during the crystallization of this sample have been studied by [9]. They concluded that the rock was first reduced, then oxidized during cooling. The presence of impact melt veins, and high pressure minerals, has been described by [22]. Our iron oxidation map shows an increase in the Fe$^{3+}$/Fe fraction close to and inside the impact veins. This is likely due to the incompatible nature of volatiles.
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*Figure 2. (Up) Cross polarized light image of an impact melt vein from Tissint (in black). (Down) Iron oxidation map of the same region. Image width ~1 mm.*

**ALH84001 (Orthopyroxenite).** This meteorite, which has been suspected to contain evidence for fossil life on Mars, is mainly composed of orthopyroxene, chromite and olivine. It underwent multiple shock events [23], and presents numerous impact veins. Our analyses show that the Fe$^{3+}$/Fe content is higher inside and near the veins, like in Tissint.
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*Figure 3. (Up) Transmitted light optical image of an impact melt vein in a pyroxene from ALH84001. (Down) Iron oxidation map of the same region. Image width ~1.1 mm.*
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